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Let f(n) denote the maximum number of edges of a graph on n vertices not 
containing a circuit of length 4. It is well known that J(n) - fn \/r;. The old 
conjecture f(q2 + q + 1) = +q(q + 1)2 is proved for infinitely many q (whenever 
q = 2’). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simple graph (i.e., not having multiple edges and loops) with 
vertex-set V(G) and edge-set E(G). Let f(n) denote the maximum cardinality 
of edges in a simple graph on n points not containing circuit of length 4 (i.e., 
quadrilateral-free). (In extremal graph theory f(n) is denoted by ex(n, C,). 
We can see more in [2, lo] about Turin-type problems.) More than 45 years 
ago Erdiis [4] posed the problem of determining f(n). 
It is easy to see (K&.&i ef al. [8] and Reiman [9]) that f(n) < 
$z(l + $iZ3), i.e., for n = q2 + q + 1 
.m*+4+ wGw+4+ 1)(4+ 1). (1) 
On the other hand ErdGs et al. [7] noticed in 1966 that certain graphs 
constructed by Erdiis and Renyi [6] show that this bound (1) is essentially 
best possible. The same result was proved simulatenously and independently 
by Brown 131: 
If q is a prime power, then iq(q + 1)2 <f(q2 + q + 1). (2) 
The Erdiis-Renyi graph (ER-graph) G is the following: Let V(G) be the set 
of points of the finite projective plane PG(2, q) over the set of field of order 
q. Join a point (x, y, z) to another point (x’, y’, z’) iff xx’ + yy’ + zz’ = 0, 
that is, if (x’, y’, z’) lies on its polar, on the line [x, y,z]. A point not on the 
conic x2 + y2 + z2 = 0 is joined to exactly q + 1 points and each of the 
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q + 1 points on this conic are joined to exactly q point. Thus 2]E(G)I = 
q2(9+ 1)+(9+ l)q=&+ I)*. 
So they gave an asymptotic solution to the problem raised by Erdos, that 
is f(n) - fn fi. However, the exact value off, because of the difficulty of 
constructing examples seems to be hopeless, except for the case 
n = q* + q + 1. For this case Erdiis conjectured [5] that equality holds in 
(2). This conjecture is supported by the fact that any polarity has at least 
q + 1 fixed points by a theorem of Baer [l] so the number of edges in ER- 
graphs cannot be increased, furthermore it is proved in [7] that equality 
never holds in (1). 
2. THE THEOREM 
We consider the case n = q* + q + 1 only. Our aim is to prove the ErdGs 
conjecture for infinitely many q. 
THEOREM. Zf q is a power of 2, then f(q’ + q + 1) = $q(q + 1)‘. 
Let us note that this is one of the very few exact results in Turin theory. 
By (2) we have to give a better upper estimation for f(n) than (1). The only 
new idea we use is fairly simple. We separate the neighbourhood of the 
maximal point and investigate the rest. Our main tool is the following lemma 
to be proved in Section 3. (For a vertex P E V(G), r(P) denotes its 
neighbourhood, i.e., r(P) =: {Q E V(G): {PQ} E E(G)} and deg(P) is its 
degree, i.e., deg(P) = Ir(P)I and d(G) = maxpsytG) deg(P).) 
LEMMA. Let G be a quadrilateral-free graph on q2 + q + 1 vertices. Zf 
the maximal degree of G, A(G), satisfies A(G) aq + 2, then 1 E(G)1 Q 
f4(4 + I)*. 
Proof of the Theorem. By the lemma it suBices to show that IE(G)I < 
fq(q + 1)’ for a quadrilateral-free graph G with A(G) < q + 1. Let P E V(G) 
arbitrary with deg(P) = q + 1. Since, regarded as an induced subgraph, r(P) 
contains no point of degree two or more, we have ] E@‘(P))1 < [II’(P)l/2] = 
lb + 1P1 = q/2 (II is even). If Q,, Q2 E r(P), then P(Qi) nr(Q,) = {P}, so 
we get 
1 deg(Q) < dedp) + 2 ~JWV)I + I V(G) -r(p) - VII 
QEIYP) 
<(q+ I)W)l- 1. 
Consequently, every point of degree q + 1 has a neighbour of degree at most 
q. This implies that G possesses at least q + 1 vertices of degree of q or less. 
Thus2IE(G)]<(q+ l)n-(q+ 1). Q.E.D. 
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3. PROOF OF LEMMA 
Let G be a quadilateral-free graph on n = q2 + q + 1 points, V(G) = 
{Po,P,,...,P,-, ). Let P, be one of the vertices of G with maximum degree 
d = deg(P,) = d(G) > q + 2. Every vertex is uniquely determined by any two 
vertices adjacent to it, so IT(PJ - r(P,)l > IT( - 1 whenever 
1 <iQn- 1. Hence 
n-d 
( 1 2 
= (number of pairs of (V(G) - T(P,))) 
> -x’ 
I<i(Pl 
(the number of pairs of r(Pi) n (V(G) - r(PJ)) 
“,,,I-, (‘w;‘-I). 
Now we suppose, indirectly, that /E(G)1 > ;q(q + l)*, i.e., 2 IE(G)I > 
(n - l)(q + 1) + 2. Using the Jensen inequality 
CYCl’ (Ir(pi)l - l>lCn - l) ) 
>(n- 1) ( (2IE(G)I-(n-l)-d)/(n-l) 2 1 
>(n- 1) 
( 
((n-1)4+2-d)/@- 1) 
2 1. 
Hence we get 
(n- l)(n-d)(n-d- l)>((n- l)q+2-d)((n- l)(q- 1)+2-d). (3) 
However, 
q(n-d- l)<(n- l)(q- 1)+2-d (4) 
and 
(q+ l)(n-d)< (n- l)q+2-d (5) 
hold for d > q + 2, because (4) is equivalent to (q + 2)(q - 1) = 
n-3<d(q-1) and (5) is equivalent to n+q-2=(q+2)q-1 <dq. So 
(3) and the product of (4) and (5) contradict each other, Q.E.D. 
Finally, if G satisfies the conditions of the lemma and in addition d(G) > 
q + 1 + u (a > 1), then, using the same proof, it follows that 
2IE(G)I<n(q+ l)- 1 -a(q- 1). 
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4. REMARKS 
Note that we have, in fact, proved the following statement: 
PROPOSITION. If q is even and G a quadrilateral-free graph on 
q2 + q + 1 points, then IE(G)I < fq(q + 1)‘. 
We can prove much more but the proof if omitted for brevity: In this 
proposition equality holds if and only if the projective plane on q* + q + 1 
points has a polarity having q + 1 fixed points (e.g., q = 2&) and the graph G 
is the ER-graph. 
Eventually we will return to this question in a forthcoming paper. 
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Nofe added in proo$ Recently the author completely has proved the Erdos conjecture. i.e.. 
f(q2 + q + 1) < fq(q + 1)’ holds for all q. Moreover 2]E(G)I = q(q + 1)’ holds only for the 
E&graphs. (This result will be published in a Hungarian journal.) 
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